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TEN UNIQUE ITEMS FOR THE PERFECT
LUXURY AMBIENCE
Creating a luxury ambience in a private home is not as difficult as one may think. With the help of
these ten items by LUXXU you will have no trouble achieving the most refined and luxurious ambiences.
Although palatial chandeliers add instantly a luxury vibe, there are certain items, as velvet chairs,
brass and crystal floor lamps and leather stools that can contribute to a luxe and exclusive ambiance.
These suggestions will inspire you to turn your interiors into luxurious masterpieces.
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Every living room needs a luxurious nook like this one.
The Draycott Floor Lamp,
http://www.luxxu.net/products/draycott-floor.php
inspired by the tower of the same
name, can add a luxury touch to
any room it stands on, it has
subtle lines, which makes it
perfect for any type of home
décor.

When put next to a carefully
selected item, such as the beautiful armchair, it has the power to
add instantly an elegant, yet
simple, vibe.
http://www.luxxu.net/products/babel-floor.php
The Babel Floor Lamp would

also be a great addition.

The most exquisite rooms are usually
decorated with items made in the finest
materials. These are no exception.
This refined nook is decorated using
three of LUXXU’s new items.
http://www.luxxu.net/furniture/armour-stool.php
The delicate Armour Stool arrived to

embellish the most sumptuous
settings, it fits in both classic or contemporary ambiences. Luxury finishes
as the gold plated brass and the soft
velvet make this the perfect extra touch
to any room.

http://www.luxxu.net/furniture/otto-armchair.php
The Otto Armchair, made in velvet

and leather is a true display of luxury.
Any interior it is displayed on, will have
a vibe of greatness and prosperity
It also features the Draycott Floor
Lamp.
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To achieve a luxury ambience, you have to invest in high quality items and do a curated selection on
which items go best together.
http://www.luxxu.net/furniture/beyond-dining-table.php
The
unique Beyond Dining Table is one of a kind! The beautiful gold details paired with the black add
http://www.luxxu.net/furniture/charla-dining-chair.php
the perfect touch of luxury to any interior. Especially when
paired with the Charla Dining Chair, an
elegant item that if it is as comfortable as it looks, it’s a true display of opulence in timeless lines. And
http://www.luxxu.net/products/waterfall-suspension-rectangular.php
no dining table would ever be complete without an exquisite light fixture
over it. The Waterfall
http://www.luxxu.net/products/waterfall-suspension-rectangular.php
Rectangular Suspension is the perfect glamorous item to add to your interiors, making the entire
room sparkle.
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http://www.luxxu.net/furniture/darian-black-mirror.php
A mirror, such
as the Darian Black Mirror adds a touch of harmony to any interior, while it’s a luxury
masterpiece it is also incredibly simple. It’s all in one, decorative, practical and divine. Keeping the
practical element alive, a gorgeous sideboard, suchhttp://www.luxxu.net/furniture/darian-sideboard.php
as the Darian sideboard adds the perfect
amount of luxury to any room.
http://www.luxxu.net/products/draycott-wall-II.php
Part of the Draycott collection,
the Draycott Wall is the perfect lamp to anyone who likes attention to
detail. The delicate design is the perfect solution to turn any wall in to a luxurious one.

Creating a luxury ambience is very hard, but with these 10 unique items by LUXXU it gets a little easier.
The combination among the items creates the perfect ambience, worthy of any palace.
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ABOUT US
LUXXU is the reference brand not only in Luxury Lighting Design, but also in Quality and
Innovation Furniture Design. LUXXU’s world is all about exclusivity and dedication,
gathering the classic and modern design expressed in our high-quality materials.
A design not only to enjoy but also to live for!
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